TAKE THE FIGHT TO MITES

With this rotation of powerful products, you can win the fight against mites in your orchard, vineyard or field all season long.

OMITE®

A great end-of-season rescue treatment, OMITE® Miticide provides fast relief from mites in a variety of fruits while remaining rainfast for lasting control. Using a unique active ingredient and fuming action, OMITE attacks mites at all life stages and even in hard-to-reach places.

OMITE® EFFICACY AGAINST WILLAMETTE AND PACIFIC SPIDER MITE MOTILES ON GRAPES
FRANK ZALOM; UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, DAVIS; LODI, CA

ACRAMITE®

This versatile mite protection solution attacks a variety of spider mites at all life stages and goes easy on the beneficials you work hard to preserve. It’s the product you can trust to be the cornerstone of your mite protection plan.

ACRAMITE®-50WS AND NEALTA® EFFICACY AGAINST TWO-SPOTTED SPIDER MITE MOTILES ON PEAR
RICK HILTON; OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY; CENTRAL POINT, OREGON
**KANEMITE®**

Rapid knockdown and a short PHI make KANEMITE® Miticide the ideal solution for late-season mite management. And a selective action means it goes easy on the beneficiaIIs that help your ecosystem thrive.

**FIND THE RIGHT ROTATION FOR YOUR CROP**

**ACRAMITE® + KANEMITE®**

Start with ACRAMITE®-50WS Miticide as the cornerstone of your season-long mite protection plan. Then, if rescue treatments are needed — and especially late in the season — look to the powerful knockdown and short PHI of KANEMITE.

**ACRAMITE® + Omite® + KANEMITE®**

Start with ACRAMITE-50WS when mite thresholds are reached. Then use the fuming action of OMITE for rescue treatments if populations get heavy. Near the end of the season, KANEMITE, with its short PHI, is the ideal mite control solution.

To learn more about how you take the fight to mites, ask your retailer or PCA for more information, or visit ArystaSpecialty.com today.